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With more than thirty years in the industry, Corporate Chemicals & 
Equipment has been serving Southern Ontario. With nearly 40,000 
items available and over 8,000 stocked items Corporate Chemicals & 
Equipment has the best solutions for janitorial and sanitation needs. 

Corporate Chemicals & Equipment is committed to building long-term 
relationships by giving expert knowledge, fast order fulfi llment and the 
right price. This is the reason Corporate Chemicals & Equipment still 
retains many clients even from its fi rst year of business. 

Here at Corporate Chemicals & Equipment, we give you more than 
just product. We provide user education, up-to-date sustainable 
technologies, detailed equipment service and safer products. Corporate 
Chemicals & Equipment is here to ensure that clients get the most out 
of their purchase and the results they need. 

All of this and more makes us “The Nice Guys with Cleaning Supplies.”
Smart Catalog
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Scan the QR Codes with your smartphone to access the item in our 
webstore for more information, to place an order or watch demo and 
instructional videos.
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Know what you’re scanning. 
These icons next to the QR 
Codes let you know what type 
of info you are scanning.

This Play symbol means that the QR Code will 
take you to a video that will show your video 
on a specific piece or line of equipment. This 
info can range from a demo video or a video 
on specs, features and benefits. Sometimes 
the videos will include how-tos and knowledge 
based information.

This Shopping Cart icon when scanned will 
take you to our online store where you can 
get additional specs, data, brochures and 
information on specific pieces of equip-
ment. Scanning the code will take you to the 
relevant category or equipment. 

This is the information article QR Code. Scan 
a code with one of these and you will be 
directed to additional literature for cleaning 
tips, tricks, how-tos and general knowledge. 

i

Viewing the digital version of this catalogue online? It’s interactive. You can click 
on the QR codes instead of scanning them to go to the relevant videos, web store 
categories or to read the articles. Thanks for viewing it online. Doing this reduces 
paper consumption and helps keep everything green.

Warranty information.
Betco Products: 1 year limited on parts and labour. 3 year limited on Propane machines. 10 years on roto-molded tanks and housing. 
See www.betco.com for full equipment details. 
Nobles Products: Warranty varies by equipment piece. Please see our website or visit www.nobles.com for full warranty information.
Pro-Team Products: 3/3/3/Life Warranty (some exception apply to ProForce vacuums) for manufacture defects. Motor, Labour, Parts and 
Life on body. See specific limited warranty for your products on exclusions and details by visiting www,pro-team.com
Nacecare Products: Warranty varies by item. Please consult www.nacecare.com or product manual for full warranty information.
EDIC Products: Warranty varies by item. Please go to www.edic-usa.com for full warranty information.
For all other brands and equipment, consult our website or the specific manufacturer’s website for all additional warranty information.
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Foreman™ Dual Speed Floor Machines
Models 17ds, 20ds

eQnac704421

Models 17Hd, 20 Hd
Crewman™ Heavy Duty Floor Machine               

LL316 13” Floor Machine               

Betco floor machines are engineered for easy use, rugged durability and 
long lasting reliability. Each model comes standard with a heavy-duty 
1.5 hp motor to take on all cleaning jobs from scrubbing to stripping or 
carpet bonnet cleaning. 

With a 13” deck, 200 rpm of muscle and a weight of only 40 
pounds, the 316 is compact enough to handle just about any 
job, anywhere. With a profile of only 7.5”, it can go places no 
other machine can. The handy solution tank turns the 316 into 
a portable cleaning system. See how easily it folds for shipping 
and storage.

FLOOR MACHINES

NA20DS
With a durable metal construction and 1.5 Hp DC rectified 
motor, the NA20DS is a smart choice for dual speed floor 
machines. Operating at 175/300 RPM with a 20” cleaning path, 
you can strip, scrub or buff at an efficient pace.  Weighing at 
108 lbs, the 20DS apply weight for those tough stripping jobs.

Multi-purpose Floor Machines

Saturn™ 20LS3-SS (Single Speed)

Strip, scrub and polish with one machine.
These durable polyethylene based Floor Machines will give 
you years of performance. Achieve specialized cleaning 
performance with either single speed or dual speed models. 

With its all metal construction, stainless steel brush cover and 
steel triple planetary gear boxes, the Saturn™ can stand up to 
the heaviest workloads, yet with our powerful 1.5 HP motor 
the ride is surprisingly smooth and quiet. Features like the 
quick and easy handle adjustment, anti-fatigue design, and our 
exclusive “lockout lever” for safe operation make the Saturn™ a 
winner in every setting. 

Models FM-17-ss, FM-20-ss, FM-20-ds
eQnoB9007336

eQedic20ls3-BK

eQedic20ls3-ss

eQedic20ds3-ss

Saturn™ 20LS3-BK

Saturn™ 20DS3-SS (Dual Speed)

With its all metal construction and steel planetary gear boxes, 
the Saturn™ can stand up to the heaviest workloads, yet the 
ride is surprisingly smooth and quiet. The Saturn™ is built 
specifically to handle the stress associated with stripping and 
scrubbing hard floor surfaces as well as bonnet cleaning and 
shampooing carpets. 

Get more bang for your buck with one machine that does 
the work of two! Strip, scrub, spray-buff, polish, shampoo, 
bonnet clean... you name it, this machine does it all! Designed 
for professional floor care maintenance. Use the lower speed 
to scrub and strip then just flip the switch to high speed and 
polish floors to a glossy lustre.

eQBetco83013-00

http://corpchemstore.com/20-floor-machines
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Crewman™ Electric High Speed Burnishers          BR-2000-DC Burnisher       

1500/2000 RPM burnisher with 1.5 Hp DC rectified motor. 20” 
Diameter. With a heavy duty steel construction and belt drive 
system, these burnishers provide a rugged and reliable solution 
for a wide range of floor types. Dust control option for LEED 
certification available.

1600 RPM durable high speed burnisher with floating handle 
design to increase operator comfort. Polyethylene construction 
gives a corrosion-proof and lightweight body.

Polish uneven floors with the BR-2000 DC high speed burnisher. 
The patented free-floating head contours to your surface. This 
burnisher also comes with standard dust control to maintain 
high indoor air quality.

Models na1520,  na1520dc, na2020

Models na1520,  na1520dc, na2020
eQnoB9007349

eQnBsPeedGleaM

Nacecare Burnishers           

BURNISHERS

BR-1600-NDC Burnisher       

Choose from two drive options. Pad-assist or Self-propelled. 
This walk behind model allows for consistent shine on uneven 
surfaces and comes with standard dust control features. 2000 
RPM with 20” diameter.

SpeedGleam Burnisher          

Saturn™ burnishers make it simple to bring a smooth, super 
high-gloss luster to any hard floor surface. Watching these 
machines in action will make anyone a believer! With an 
exclusive stainless steel brush cover, the Saturn™ burnishers are 
as durable as they are dependable. Complete with Flexlock pad 
driver.

Saturn™ 20HS2000-SS

Betco high speed burnishers provide the performance needed 
to maintain all types of high-speed floor finishes. Precision 
balanced for fatigue free operation, achieve an even burnish 
every time!
Models crewMan™ 1600, 2000

eQedic20Hs20000

We have a full range of floor pads to meet your scrub, 
strip, polish and buffing needs.

Our floor pads are part of

√  100% Recycled Fiber 
√  Phenol-formaldehyde FREE
√  In-house water treated 
√  Recycled Material in packaging 
√  Produced under EPA approved Clean Air Permit

http://corpchemstore.com/11-burnishers
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The industry standard for quality, Betco propane burnishers 
deliver the high performance needed to maintain high speed 
floor finishes in large area applications. Built with a powerful 
Kawasaki Engine, Catalytic Muffler and Powder Coated Cast 
Aluminium Deck. 27” Model includes dust control.

The key to the ReJuve System is to mechanically hone and polish floors 
in 4-5 simple, easy steps using specialized propane powered machines 
and diamond abrasives. The result is a floor that requires less frequent 
maintenance, yet has high gloss and is slip resistant.

Onyx Black Diamond UHS Burnishers produce a superior wet 
look shine, fast and easy, on all hard floor surface types. They 
increase productivity, lower maintenance and labour costs, and 
create a safe, slip resistant floor surface.

Optima QT Propane Burnishers

Onyx Rejuve 21/27

Onyx  Black Diamond 21”
Onyx  Black Diamond 27”

Betco provides the most productive stripping machines 
available today. Built with a tough steel frame and a reliable 
603cc Kawasaki V-Twin engine, this propane powered machine 
provides the performance and durability required to quickly 
handle large areas and excessive finish build ups.

Big Bertha™          

PROPANE BURNISHERS

These Diamonds are your new best friend.

Now that you have your perfect polishing machine,  get the 
right bling that will have you floored with sparkling results.

If you can think of any more diamond puns, tweet them to us 
@CorpChem  

eQBetco88053 (Qt PB21 K17HP) 
eQBetco88056 (Qt PB24 K17HP)
eQBetco88059 (Qt PB27 K17HP)

eQonyxs1zBcreyso

eQBetco12327-00

eQonyxs1zBcneooo 
eQonyxs7zBcHeyoo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VZxbaj8zLT4&feature=player_embedded
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AUTO SCRUBBERS MINI

The all new and better way to clean. With a closed loop solution 
design, the Genesys ensures that only clean water is applied to 
the surface while dirt and contaminants are extracted by a high 
power vacuum motor. The Genesys extends its versatility by 
allowing carpet, upholstery and vertical surface cleaning with 
optional cleaning tools. A 4-in-1 experience.

With 45–60 minutes of run time an interchangeable battery 
pack and 5-gallon solution capacity, the TTB 516 is the 
complete replacement for a mop and bucket system for so 
many reasons.

Clean the edges, corners and base-boards due to its vertical and 
horizontal agitation and rotate the unit to clean grout lines too. The 
VM-ME gives focused down pressure and is easy and comfortable 
to use with pistol grip and adjustable handle. Great on hard floors, 
carpets, stairs, elevator tracks and more!

Genesys 15

TTB516 

Pacific Mini-Edger

Goes anywhere a mop and bucket can go - Betco’s Genie™ B brings 
the benefits of automatic scrubbing to small and congested areas 
that are hard to clean with traditional equipment. Battery operated 
and compact, this machine can virtually replace the mop and bucket 
to provide more effective and efficient cleaning in an endless variety 
of environments. The standard nylon cleaning brush transitions from 
smooth to textured floors making it perfect for schools, hospitals, retail 
or any institution that wants a better clean!

This Orbital Floor Machine give you Chemical-Free floor finish removal 
in a small package. Reach tight and confined areas easily with compact 
designs. Rectangular scrub head reaches into corners and hard-
to-reach areas easily for even floor finish removal across the entire 
cleaning path. 

Genie™ B 14” Auto Scrubber          

Speed-SQ 14          

Scrubjay
If you need to clean or strip those tough to get to baseboards, 
the Scrubjay accessory is the tool you need. Available in 3” and 
4” thickness and combinable to clean baseboards up to 8” high.

Rabbit-3 
A multipurpose floor machine with optional accessories to 
complete any floor polish, strip or clean job. Dual speed with 
200 and 300 rpm modes and a soft start 1.5hp rectified DC 
motor. Optional solution tank and splash guard also available. 

The Onfloor® 16 multi-surface machine is designed for 
resurfacing concrete floors, restoring or preparing wood decks 
and hardwood floors. Unique belt drive, three-head system is 
designed for smooth operation with superior results. Patented 
counter-rotating head; lines make this machine easy to operate 
and control with no sliding.

OnFloor 16          

SPECIALTy MACHINES

eQBetco83039-00

eQPacMe-6

eQonFloor468169

http://vimeo.com/28418077
http://corpchemstore.com/12-auto-scrubbers
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FOREMAN™ AS32HD

AUTO SCRUBBERS WALk BEHINd

Available with 17 or 20” cleaning path options, these top of the 
line scrubbers produce exceptional results thanks to a powerful 
scrub motor and exceptional down pressure. 

Speed Scrub 17-20
Battery operated walk behind scrubber.

Available with 24, 28 and 32” cleaning path options. Optional 
sealed batteries provide up to 4 hours of run time and eliminate 
hazardous leaking in your environment. Made from durable 
polyethelyne roto-molded body with efficient squeegee design 
gives complete solution recovery, even on 180 degree turns. 

Available with 26 and 32” cleaning path options. Perfect 
for markets ranging from industrial to building service 
contractors and education, Betco’s Foreman heavy duty 
automatic scrubbers are built rugged for heavy use in tough 
environments.

Speed Scrub 24-32
Battery operated walk behind scrubber.

Heavy Duty Automatic Scrubber.

Stealth™ ASD20BT 20” Automatic Scrubber with Traction Drive 
features the new innovative design with the Stealth™ Noise 
Reduction Technology, it’s 4 times quieter than other standard 
automatic scrubbers. This automatic scrubber features an 11 
gallon solution and 13 gallon recovery tanks with 20” single 
disk scrub . 

Stealth ASD20BT
Low Noise Walk Behind Scrubber

CHEMICAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

INNOVATIVE

SIMPLE

VERSATILE

eQBetco87028-00

eQnoB9003063

eQnoB9002587
eQnoB9002589
eQnoB9002591
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TTV5565

Speed Scrub Orbital Scrubber

The TTV5565 offers 22-26” cleaning path without the need 
for tools. The large 22 gallon tanks allow for large capacity 
jobs and to cover that area, speeds up to 4.3 mph. Featuring 
tear away squeegees with quick release for easy cleaning and 
maintenance free gel batteries, the TTV5565 is easy to maintain 
on all fronts.

Reach tight and confined areas easily with compact designs. 
Rectangular scrub head reaches into corners and hard-to-reach 
areas easily for even floor finish removal across the entire 
cleaning path. Chemical-free floor finish removal alternative 
for VCT floors with the quality and reliability you expect from 
Nobles.

Crewman™ AS20B features a 9 gallon solution tank and 11 
gallon recovery tank with a 20” single disk scrub head. Other 
standard features include a rugged weighted squeegee 
assembly which removes water and helps reduce slip and fall 
injuries, and user friendly controls. A pad driver, battery pack, 
and charger are included.

Crewman™ AS20B
20” Automatic Scrubber w/ Brush Assist

Traction Drive Automatic Scrubber

Chemical Free Floor Scrubber

TTB1117/ TTB1120

With 11-gallon solution and recovery tanks, this 17”/20” battery 
walk behind scrubber is compact and so easy to use anyone 
can operate it. Featuring a fully adjustable handle provides 
proper ergonomics for any operator and a semi-parabolic 
tear-away squeegee with Linatex blades pivots from side to side 
providing excellent water recovery on turns.

Adjustable Walk Behind Automatic Scrubber

Stealth™ DRS21BT Microrider

AUTO SCRUBBERS RIdER

From the pioneers in Stealth™cleaning technology, Betco’s 
latest innovation lowers cleaning costs by 36% and delivers the 
quietest machine ever! Capable of operating at only 54 dBA, 
the Stealth MicroRider makes day cleaning a reality, only faster 
and more cost effective than ever before. This machine has the 
same footprint as a walk behind allowing for easy storage.

Efficient and affordable rider auto scrubber. 

Powerful ride on scrubber cleans a variety of surface grades 
up to a 4 degree incline. Available in 26 or 32” cleaning paths. 
Manoeuvres easily through doors and into elevators and 
provides up to 4.5 hours of run time. 

Speed Scrub Rider
Automatic Rider Scrubber

Betco’s Stealth™ DRS24BT Automatic Rider Scrubber with 
Traction Drive features our exclusive Noise Reduction 
Technology. It’s 4x quieter than standard automatic rider 
scrubbers. The Stealth™ DRS24BT has a 20 gallon solution tank, 
25 gallon recovery tank, and 24” single disk scrub.

Stealth™ DRS24BT
Low Noise Automatic Rider Scrubber

eQBetco29961

eQnoB9002587
eQnoB9002591

eQBetcoe8526300

http://vimeo.com/52543597
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ExTRACTORS

Compact size and manoeuvrability make the Bravo™ ideal for 
spotting and quick cleaning of small carpeted areas, upholstery 
and auto interiors. 

Bravo™
Box extractor

Galaxy™ carpet extractors set a high standard for durability 
and performance. A molded in graphic and “granite finish” 
projects an image of professionalism. The Galaxy 2000SX offers 
portability and maneuverability , while still offering the power 
needed to meet the demands of the working professional.

Galaxy™ 2000
12-Gallon Extractor

The Galaxy 5™ is an obvious choice for auto detailing and those 
jobs where a small yet powerful unit makes more sense. 

Galaxy™ 5
5-Gallon Extractor

Galaxy Pro™ 2700
High Capacity Extractor

Models sx, sx-Hr, ix-Hr
eQedic2000wx0-Hr

This is the big brother to our popular Galaxy™ series with a 
large 17-gallon capacity housed within an extremely portable 
unit that’s affordably priced. Versatility is the name of the game 
with the heat-ready system.
Models ix-Hr, Fx-Hr
eQedic2700Fx

eQnoB9007504

eQedic219BH

Ideal for spot cleaning anywhere. Lightweight carpet extractor 
for small cleaning jobs on carpet, upholstery, auto detailing, 
and many other applications

EX-Spot-2
Portable extractor

eQedic500Bx

http://youtu.be/mxBpvKvjlgI
http://corpchemstore.com/14-carpet-extractors
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Strive Dual Technology

Polaris™ 701PS

The Nobles Strive Dual Technology Carpet Extractor cleans large 
carpeted spaces quickly and easily. It’s a single machine to do 
interim and deep carpet extraction. With dual counter-rotating 
roller/ brushes, the Strive cleans more completely by lifting 
carpet pile. Wide 22” cleaning path to cover large areas quickly.

Patented 4-wheel design combined with lightweight 
construction allow easy transportation and unparalleled balance 
and maneuverability. Lift off recovery bucket design and 
patented self-adjusting and self-leveling brush for consistent 
cleaning on all carpet types. Fully adjustable handle for greater 
operator comfort.

Walk Behind Extractor

Self Contained Extractor

Increase productivity in small areas with the Strive Compact. 
This extract cleans effectively and quickly with ReadySpace© 
Technology. Allowing for fast dry times. Wand and hand tools 
optional for hard-to-reach areas.

Increase productivity in large areas with the Strive Rider. This 
extract cleans effectively and quickly with ReadySpace© 
Technology. Allowing for fast dry times. 30 minutes or less. 

Strive Compact

Strive Rider

2 Direction Carpet Extractor

2 Direction Rider Carpet Extractor

Simple cleaning with one button operation. Lightweight and 
folding handle makes this model ideal for moving in and out 
of vehicles. Simple lift off tank makes filling and emptying a 
breeze .

EX-SC-412
Deep Cleaning Extractor

eQed701Ps

Found in many retail rental applications, the Bissel BG10 is 
an easy to use and durable carpet extractor with a two-tank 
system. This is a top choice for a small yet full experience carpet 
extractor.

Bissell BG10
Upright Commercial Deep Cleaner

Provides powerful cleaning for small spaces. Deep clean tough 
carpet soils in just one pass thanks to double-tuft brush and 
powerful extraction system. With ergonomic design and 
adjustable handle, the Speed-EX makes bigger jobs easier.

Speed-EX
Carpet Extractor

FiveStar™ 401TR

The amazing FiveStar™ is a small, self-contained unit with 
powerful brush agitation to clean carpets. Small enough to 
clean tight spaces and corners, yet powerful enough to perform 
well in any commercial setting.

Compact Carpet Extractor

eQBissellBG10 eQnoB9004202

eQnoB9004201

eQnoB9007478

eQBissellBG10

Rapid-drying technology cleans carpets and has them ready in 30 minutes or less, 
opening spaces to foot traffic quickly, and improves carpet appearance.
All Strive equipment is packed with this cutting edge technology. With Strive, 
you will increase performance, lower costs and clean more sustainable than ever 
before. 

http://content.bitsontherun.com/previews/qEk4lkDn-Kr3HKAPL
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VACUUMS

•LEED qualifying with noise levels 
lower than 70 dBA
 •Standard HEPA 3-stage filtration, 
which can improve indoor air quality
 •Maximum versatility that cleans 
multiple surfaces at the flip of a switch

V-DMU-14
Dual Motor Upright

eQnoB1068027

•Decrease operator fatigue with a 
light-weight vacuum that is up to two 
times lighter than traditional uprights
 •Vacuum a variety of floor surfaces 
quickly and efficiently with flexible 
settings.

V-LWU-13
Light Weight Upright

eQnoB1068028

•30% longer wand reach than 
competition, for easy cleaning in 
hard-to-reach areas
 •Standard HEPA filter, which can 
improve indoor air quality
 •Automatic, self-adjusting brush 
height for a customized cleaning 
experience on a variety of floor 
surfaces

V-SMU-14
Single Motor Upright

eQnoB10608299

Includes: 50 ft. 18 gauge safety-
yellow power cord, electronic system 
performance indicator, HEPA filter 
exhaust, quick release cord dump, 
ergonomic padded handle grip with 
conveniently mounted 3-way power 
switch and on-board detail tools.

ProForce® 1200XP HEPA
Dual Motor Upright

eQProForce1200xP

•Ergonomic handle and spring-
assisted design offers lighter handle 
weight for increased operator comfort
 •Vacuum filter can improve indoor air 
quality cleaning down to .1 micron at 
99.9% efficiency
 •Low profile capabilities allow 
vacuum to lay flat to clean under 
furniture and in hard-to-reach areas

V-HDU-14
Heavy Duty Upright

eQed701Ps

Organically treated Intercept Micro 
Filters, along with our Four Level 
Filtration system and HEPA Filters, are 
up to 99.97% efficient at capturing 
dust mites, pollen, bacteria and other 
particulates measuring 0.3 micron and 
larger.

Proforce® 1500 HEPA
Dual Motor Upright

eQProForce1500

•Powerful dual-motor system agitates 
and lifts debris to clean deep into the 
carpet
 •Clean air exhaust filter traps dust 
and can improve indoor air quality 
during machine operation for a 
healthier, safer facility
 •Rotomold exterior ensures durability 
and years of use in high use, 
commercial applications

V-WA-26
Wide Area Upright

eQed701Ps

Recently upgraded to HEPA Level 
Filtration that capture and contain 
99.97% of particulate down to .3 
microns.

Proforce® 1500XP HEPA
Dual Motor Upright

eQProForce1500xP

Durable all-metal construction. 
Powerful 10 amp, direct air motor 
with double row ball bearing brush 
with stiffener for deep down cleaning 
power. Infinite screw-adjustment height 
settings for all types of carpet. 
14”/18” cleaning paths available .

M1028Z/M1058Z
Metal Body Upright

eQroyal1028z, eQroyal1058z

Powerful and versatile upright vacuums 
by Nacecare. With clever engineering, 
these vacuums deliver dual motor 
performance along with safety features 
that other vacuums just don’t have. 
14”/18” cleaning paths available.

HD14/ HD18
Single motor Upright Vacuum

eQnaHd14, eQnaHd18

Lightweight, ABS Construction, weighs 
15 lbs! Powerful 12 amp motor with 
two brush agitator. 15” cleaning path 
with edge cleaning cleans more area 
in less time. On-Board tools include 
combination dusting brush/furniture 
nozzle and crevice tool.

CR50005
Widepath Upright

eQroyalcr50005

This unit’s easy maintenance features 
makes cleaning a breeze. This upright 
is CRI Green Label certified to provide a 
premium filtration level.  SC889 model 
has a 16” cleaning path.

SC888/899
Quick Kleen® Upright

eQeuc4046

Lightweight Construction with Metal 
Handle – weighs only 9 lbs! 
Energy efficient 4.0 amp motor with 
double row brush roll. Automatic 
height adjustment for all types of 
carpet. 12” cleaning path with edge 
cleaning.

MRY6500
Light Weight Upright

eQroyalMry6500

This unit’s dirt cup system and easy 
maintenance features makes cleaning 
simple. With a 7 amp motor and Quick 
Kleen fan chamber, it’s easy to see why 
this upright is one of the most popular 
choices for commercial cleaning tasks. 

SC887B
Dirt Cup Upright

eQeusc887B

Featuring quiet system technology, 
the MC-GG523 is a new commercial 
upright that is also ECO friendly and 
lightweight. HEPA filtration, tools that 
are conveniently on board, and decibel 
levels under 70 make this vacuum 
perfect for anyone in day cleaning.

Ultra-Pro MC-GG523
Single motor Upright Vacuum

eQPanMc-GG523

LEED Certified

Heavy Duty

Best Rating

Better Rating

Good Rating

http://corpchemstore.com/13-vacuums
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CANISTER VACUUMSBACk PACk VACUUMS

The flexible Tidy-Vac® 3 Dry Canister 
Vacuum is the no-nonsense solution 
for carpeted and hard floor surfaces. 
With easy-to-use telescopic vacuum, 
3 stage HEPA filtration and under 
68dBA and on board storage for easy 
transportation.

The QuietPro CN HEPA vacuum with 
Quiet Power Technology delivers high 
performance where low sound levels 
are critical. With a filter capacity four 
times the size of standard uprights, the 
QuietPro CN HEPA provides maximum 
cleaning ability.

The flexible Tidy-Vac® 6 Dry Canister 
Vacuum is the premium solution for 
carpeted and hard floor surfaces 
anytime, anywhere. With easy-to-
use telescopic vacuum, 3 stage HEPA 
filtration and under 68dBA and on 
board storage for easy transportation.

The ProVac CN meets the high 
demands of the foodservice industry by 
providing exceptional cleaning strength 
without belts, beater bars or brushes. 
A 10 qt. filter provides maximum 
cleaning ability and is backed with an 
unbeatable five-year motor warranty 
when purchased with the restaurant kit.

The trusted and well known canister 
vac. With a powerful 1.6 Hp vacuum 
motor and 3 year warranty this 
powerful little guy provides excellent 
soil recovery. 

Tidy-Vac© 3

Quiet Pro CN HEPA

Tidy-Vac© 6

ProVac CN

PVR200
Dry Canister Vacuum

Low Noise Canister

Dry Canister Vacuum

Canister Vacuum

Henry Vac

With the same durable construction 
found in all ProTeam vacuums, the 
RunningVac provides exceptional 
cleaning strength unmatched by 
traditional canisters. This high 
performance speed canister is the 
perfect solution for increasing 
productivity when a canister is needed.

Running Vac
Canister Vacuum

Ergonomic backpack design with 
patent pending FlexFit™ articulating 
harness increases range of motion, 
reduces fatigue, and improves 
productivity. New triangular shape fits 
closer to the body and moves with the 
user, reducing the chance of bumping 
into doorways, walls, or furniture.

Super Coach Pro 10
Backpack Vacuum

Organically treated Intercept Micro 
Filters, along with our Four Level 
Filtration system and HEPA Filters, are 
up to 99.97% efficient at capturing 
dust mites, pollen, bacteria and other 
particulates measuring 0.3 micron and 
larger.

GoFree™ Pro
Cordless Backpack Vacuum

The die-cast aluminium tri-latch 
system assures air performance. Four 
Level Filtration w/HEPA captures 99.97 
percent of particulates 0.3 microns or 
larger, including fine carbon dust from 
the motor, for improved IAQ.

Super Coach Pro 6
Backpack Vacuum

eQPro107308

eQPro107304
eQPro107302

eQProrunninGvaceQProrunninGvac

eQnoBtidyvac3 eQnoBtidyvac6

eQnrv200

eQProQuietProcn
eQProclean

We have all the accessories, parts and tools you need to get the job 
done. Many in stock or available for ordering. 

Your Territory Manager will help you find the right stuff!

http://youtu.be/URSbTieBgGQ
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Their capacity is 20 liter (5 gallon) 
which is the right size to clean large 
offices. The SL-6 vacuum cleaners 
body is 1/4″ thick polyethylene while 
the top is chrome plated steel. Built to 
withstand the most rigorous use. The 
result is, machines made in 1970 are 
still in use.

Rustproof and durable structural foam 
head. Empty quickly and conveniently 
into a floor drain with dump tube or 
use the unique “tip & pour” system. 
Includes a 29” front mounted squeegee 
kit.

The most robust machines Centaur 
makes. Built to last for decades. 10 
gallon capacity with double ball 
bearing motor. Available in Falcon 1 
and Falcon 3 models. 770 watt and 
1100 watt motors respectively.

A wide range of high performance 
vacuums for wet or dry applications. 15 
or 16 gallon capacities with float shut 
off. Wide range of optional tools and 
squeegees are available.

SL-6

WV900

Falcon V-WD
Canister Wet/Dry Vac

Wet/Dry Vac

High Capacity Wet/Dry Vac Wet/Dry Vacs

Models v-wd-15, v-wd-15s, v-wd-
16P, v-wd-16BeQcent Fal1 

eQcent Fal3

eQnacewv900
eQnacenvQ900H eQProProGuard20

Powerful 1.6HP motor for dry soil or 
water recovery. 110” waterlift and 114 
CFM of airflow. High efficiency HEPA 
filter capable of 99.997% filtration at 
0.3 microns

Power and versatility are combined 
with innovation. Designed for increased 
manoeuvrability and productivity while 
offering performance, filtration and 
durability you expect.

Royal Commercial Sweepers are a 
great solution for cleaning anywhere 
and anytime. With their quiet rotary 
action, these sweepers are ideal for 
cleaning during the daytime and 
they can be used to clean any type of 
surface; carpets, linoleum, tile and even 
hardwood.

With durable nylon brush rolls the 
Bissell Big Green Commercial Sweepers 
make it easy and efficient to keep your 
property clean. With two different 
models you have choice into which 
works best for you.

A complete commercial sweeper for 
hard floors and carpets.
The smaller size allows for getting 
into tight spots with efficient 6.5” 
sweep path.  Constructed of durable 
galvanized steel and tough ABS plastic 
For bare floors or low pile carpets.

NVQ 900H ProGuard 20

M090 BG23/25Floor and Carpet Sweeper

High Capacity Wet/Dry Vac High Capacity Wet/Dry Vac

Mechanical Sweeper Mechanical SweeperMechanical Sweeper

Clean your floors in a single pass with 
TwinMax Sweeping Technology.
TwinMax technology is designed 
for sweeping multiple floor surfaces 
in both indoor and outdoor 
environments.

Scout 3 
Manual Push Sweeper

WET/dRy VACS SWEEPERS

The Scout 5 is well suited for indoor 
and outdoor cleaning on hard floors 
and carpeted surfaces. Battery 
operation and broom drive make 
cleaning simple anytime, anywhere. 

Scout 5 
Compact Battery Sweeper

With all the benefits of the Scout 3, 
this model includes a powerful 12 V 
battery that provides up to 2.5 hours 
of runtime. With a 34” cleaning path, 
The Scout 3B makes any large job seem 
small.

Scout 3B
Battery Sweeper

eQBisselBG23 
eQBisselBG25

eQroyalM090

eQnoB611680
eQnoB614213
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AIR MOVERS

AIR PURIFICATION

Highly Versatile and compact air 
mover that allows for six positions 
in usage and great for storage. Turn 
or tilt on non-skid rubber feet. Idead 
for structural drying, carpet cleaning, 
ventilation and more.

Uniformly directs air across floor with 
high velocity (40 mph) airflow. With 360 
degree design, the AirPath is aggressive 
at drying hard floors and carpets in 
minutes. Easily stackable and durable 
housing for storage.

Ace Airmover AirPath
Portable Air Mover Portable Air Mover

The DrizAir 1200 dehumidifier has 
all the convenient features of its 
larger cousins in a compact and 
extremely portable size. A proven 
favorite of water damage restoration 
professionals!

DrizAir 1200 
Dehumidifier

eQdrF203

High efficiency air filtration and 
extreme versatility – all with a small 
footprint! The DefendAir HEPA 
500 combines advanced clean air 
performance with the valuable features 
to help make the restorer’s job easier. 
It provides variable speed control from 
250 to 500 CFM, the typical airflow 
level demanded on restoration job.

DefendAir HEPA 500
Air Scrubber

eQdrF284

Using PCO (Photocatalytic Oxidation) 
the LeVocc APS is the safest way to 
remove harmful VOCs from your 
environment without emitting harmful 
ozone. Using a patented system 
of titanium dioxide and platinum 
coated fiber mesh, LeVocc is much 
more effective and smaller and more 
economical than standard PCO 
systems. 

LeVocc 200 
Advanced Air Purification System

eQrMllevocc200

eQdrF259 eQdrF377

Maximum airflow and low amp draw 
combine to make the ProBlitz AirMover 
the first choice for Carpet Cleaners and 
Restoration Contractors alike. With 3 
fan speeds and 3 operating positions, 
the ProBlitz AirMover tackles every air 
circulation requirement with ease. 

Problitz
Portable Air Mover

eQPro107132

Equipment Service
As durable and reliable as your equipment is, there will come a time 

when it will need maintenance or repairs. Our Service Department has 
certified and trained technicians available for repairs and service, on-
site or in-house. A Planned Maintenance Agreement will ensure your 

new equipment stays in tip-top shape for years to come.

We Service & Stock Parts For:

Vacuums, Scrubbers, Wet/Dry Vacuums, Pressure Washers, Steam 
Generators, Sweepers, Automatic Scrubbers, Carpet Extractors, Floor 
Grinders, Compressors, Generators, Burnishers, Propane Burnishers 

and more.

 

Factory Approved Trained Technicians for:

  and many others

Scan with your smartphone 
if I need repair or service.

www.corpchem.com/repair
or call 905-682-8888

On-site service for your cleaning equipment

Pick up and delivery

Regular maintenance checks for long life.

Authorized manufacturer warranty claim location

Find one of these stickers on your machine 
for easy access to an online form to 
request service or repair.

If you don’t have one call us to request one.
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CORPORATE
CHEMICALS
& EQUIPMENT

FLOOR CARE 

RESTROOM

HOSPITALITY & FOOD

& MORE

ECO STANDARDS

SAFETY & 
MAINTENANCE

EQUIPMENT

WINTER CARE & 
OUTDOOR

“The Nice Guys with Cleaning Supplies”
7 NEILSON AVE., ST CATHARINES, ON L2M 5V9

P: 905-682-8888 F: 905-682-7299
TOLL FREE: 1-800-661-3259

/CorporateChemicals ca.linkedin.com/in/Corpchem@CorpChem

 ∙ FLOOR CLEANERS
 ∙ FLOOR FINISHES
 ∙ STRIPPERS
 ∙ FLOOR PADS
 ∙ SEALERS
 ∙ CARPET CARE
 ∙ MOPS, BROOMS & BRUSHES
 ∙ MICROFIBER CLEANING
 ∙ MATTING

 ∙ ICE MELT
 ∙ SPREADERS
 ∙ SHOVELS
 ∙ GLOVES
 ∙ MATTING
 ∙ RINSES
 ∙ DECORATIVE REFUSE
 ∙ STORAGE SOLUTIONS
 ∙ LITTER PICKERS

 ∙ VACUUMS
 ∙ PRESSURE WASHERS
 ∙ FLOOR SCRUBBERS
 ∙ COMMERCIAL DISHWASHERS
 ∙ SPRAYERS
 ∙ AUTO SWEEPERS
 ∙ CHEMICAL PROPORTIONERS
 ∙ RESTORATION EQUIPMENT
 ∙ PARTS, ACCESSORIES AND
   SERVICE

 ∙ DISH WASH
 ∙ LAUNDRY DETERGENTS
 ∙ PEST CONTROL
 ∙ RAGS & WIPERS
 ∙ PAPER PRODUCTS
 ∙ SANITIZERS
 ∙ DISINFECTANTS
 ∙ BIO CLEANERS
 ∙ SMOKE REMOVAL AEROSOLS

 ∙ PACKING MATERIALS
 ∙ DISPOSABLE PLATES, CUPS
   ETC.
 ∙ BATTERIES
 ∙ ON SITE AND ONLINE
   TRAININGS

 ∙ PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
   EQUIPMENT
 ∙ FIRST AID & MSDS KITS
 ∙ GLOVES
 ∙ LADDERS
 ∙ LIGHT BULBS
 ∙ AIR FILTERS
 ∙ SIGNAGE & BARRIERS
 ∙ TRASH LINERS

 ∙ PAPER TOWELS
 ∙ FACIAL TISSUE
 ∙ BATH TISSUE
 ∙ AUTOMATED RESTROOMS
 ∙ HAND CARE
 ∙ DISPENSERS
 ∙ ODOUR CONTROL
 ∙ WASHROOM CLEANERS
 ∙ WATERLESS URINAL
   SYSTEMS

 ∙ CLEANERS
 ∙ DISPOSAL SOLUTIONS
 ∙ BODY WASH
 ∙ FIXTURES
 ∙ PARTITIONS
 ∙ LOCKERS
 ∙ CHANGING STATIONS

FOR:
 ∙ SCHOOLS
 ∙ GYMS
 ∙ HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
 ∙ RESTAURANTS
 ∙ OFFICE BUILDINGS
 ∙ BIG BOX RETAIL
 ∙ CONTRACT CLEANERS
 ∙ MAINTENANCE 
   COMPANIES
 ∙ BANQUET HALLS
 ∙ ANYONE WITH A CLEAN
   NEED
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